
Soleus Air LX-140 / LX-140BL Window Kit Insulation Instructions 

 
Thank you for purchasing a Soleus Air LX-140 Portable Air conditioner, heater, dehumidifier, and fan with heat pump 

technology. To increase the efficiency of your product, Soleus Air has included a window insulation kit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT: DO NOT REMOVE THE PERFORATED SECTIONS OF THE INSULATION KIT 

PRIOR TO INSTALLATION. INSTALLATION IS MUCH EASIER WHEN THESE SECTIONS ARE     

INTACT. 
 

INSTALLATION 

1. First, set up the window kit according to the instruction provided in the LX-140 /  LX-140BL. After     

setting up the kit, determine how much of each window kit piece will need insulation. This will help you    

decide how much of the insulation to cut before installing it into each piece of the window kit. If the insulation 

is installed into each piece before a test set-up, the window kit pieces will not be able to fit like the drawing 

above. 

2. Once you have determined how much insulation you will need for each piece of the window kit, match up 

the insulation pieces with the appropriate window kit pieces. You will see two perforated ovals on one piece of 

the insulation kit. Match this piece with the window kit piece that has the matching holes (Make sure the holes 

on each piece lineup accordingly. The rest of your insulation pieces will be used with the window kit pieces 

that do not have holes. 

3. Now, cut each piece of the insulation kit to match up with the lengths of your window kit pieces that you 

determined during your test window kit set-up. 

4. You are now ready to install the insulation kit into each piece of the window kit. Locate the dual hose in-

sulation and window kit parts. Before removing the adhesive, line up the perforated holes on the insulation kit 

with the holes on the dual hose window kit piece. Now, remove the adhesive and carefully place the dual hose 

insulation piece inside the window kit. Repeat this process for the remaining window kit pieces without holes. 

The insulation is accurately placed, pat down the entire insulation kit inside the window kits to bond them to 

the adhesive on the foam insulation. 

5. Now that you have installed the insulation for the window kit, locate the dual hose window kit piece and 

remove the perforated ovals from the insulation. Once these are removed, view pages 6 & 7 of your manual for 

instructions on how to install the window kit and exhaust hose system into your sliding window or sliding 

door. 
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